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Get ready to rock, roll and rumble through 100 years of Harley-Davidson history. Hit the highway
with acknowledged authorities as you travel through a full century of Panheads, Shovelheads,
Knuckleheads, Cafe Racers and Evolutions. Cruise through the history of power and speed with
Cycle World columnist Kevin Cameron as he documents the Motor Company's delicate balance
between technology and tradition. Go hog wild with Hunter S. Thompson and Brock Yates as
they outline the evolution of the outlaw image and the culture spawned by Harley-Davidson.
Peter Egan sheds light on the XLCR Cafe Racer and best-selling authors Girdler, Field and
Anderson add their expertise to deliver the most comprehensive history ever published on the
Company and its highly sought-after motorcycles. Filled with hundreds of stunning new color
photographs.

The Harley-Davidson Century is the most comprehensive Harley-Davidson history yet
published. -- American Iron Magazine, Ocotober 2002This could become the most popular ever
coffee table book of America's favorite motorcycle! -- Give Your Biker A Book - Miles DavisFrom
the PublisherHarley-Davidson Century Features America's finest writers and
photographers.Steve AndersonKevin CameronDavid DewhurstPeter EganGreg FieldAllan
GirdlerJeff HackettJerry HatfieldDarwin HolstromBuzz KanterChris MaidaMike SeateHunter S.
ThompsonHerbert WagnerBrock YatesEd YoungbloodFrom the Back CoverIn words and
pictures, The Harley-Davidson Century provides the most complete history of America's
motorcycle and its distinct culture ever before available. The Harley-Davidson Century is the
best way to celebrate the Motor Company's first 100 years.Featuring essays by today's best
writers and motorcycle historians: Steve Anderson Kevin Cameron Peter Egan Greg Field Allan
Girdler Jerry Hatfield Darwin Holmstrom Chris Maida Mike Seate Hunter S. Thompson Herbert
Wagner Brock Yates Ed YoungbloodStunning original photography by: Nick Cedar David
Dewhurst Jeff Hackett Michael LichterAbout the AuthorSteve Anderson A former editor of Cycle
magazine, Steve Anderson now writes for Cycle World. He is a long-time friend of Erik Buell's,
and a life-long fan of the motorcycles built by Harley-Davidson. No other writer has a better
understanding of the inner workings of the Harley-Davidson Motor Company.Kevin Cameron
Kevin Cameron is one of today's most respected authorities on motorcycle technology. His Cycle
magazine column "TDC" proved so popular that after the demise of Cycle, the column lived on in
the pages of Cycle World. He is the author of Sportbike Performance Handbook (Motorbooks:
1998) and is currently finishing his next project for Motorbooks, Superbikes, a history of
performance motorcycles.Peter Egan Each month, hundreds of thousands of fans read the work
of Cycle World columnist Peter Egan, and through that column know of his passion for Harley-
Davidson motorcycles. Motorbooks recently published Leanings, an anthology of Egan's



columns and articles from Cycle World.Greg Field Greg Field, one of America's leading experts
on Harley-Davidson Big Twin motorcycles, has written a number of books on the subject of
Harley-Davidson, including the critically acclaimed Harley-Davidson Evolution (Motorbooks:
2001). His latest book is Original Harley-Davidson Panhead (Motorbooks: 2002), and he is
currently working on a history of Harley-Davidson Softails.Allan Girdler Allan Girdler has been a
key figure in motorcycle journalism since the dawn of the genre as we know it. A former editor for
Cycle magazine, Girdler is now an editor for Cycle World. Allan not only writes about Harley-
Davidson motorcycles; he lives them. He campaigns an ironhead XR750 in vintage dirt track
events and he rides a converted ironhead XR750 on the street. Given that the ironhead XR750 is
arguably the most cantankerous and difficult motorcycle produced since World War I, this either
testifies to Girdler's devotion to Harley-Davidson or to a small amount of brain damage. Either
way, he brings his own unique approach to writing about the subject. He is the author of the best-
selling Harley-Davidson: The American Motorcycle, as well as Harley-Davidson Sportster. His
latest book is Harley-Davidson in the 1960s (Motorbooks: 2001).Jerry Hatfield Respected
historian Jerry Hatfield has written a number of books on early motorcycles, including Harley-
Davidson Flatheads (Motorbooks: 1999), and is one of the world's foremost authorities on side-
valve motorcycles. His latest book, Indian Scout, was published by Motorbooks in 2001.Darwin
Holmstrom Darwin Holmstrom has written for a variety of motorcycle magazines and is the
author of The Complete Idiot's Guide to Motorcycles. His latest book, BMW Motorcycles, was
published in 2002 by Motorbooks.Chris Maida Chris Maida is the editor of American Iron
magazine, and is currently working on his next book, 101 Harley-Davidson Twin Cam
Performance Projects (Motorbooks: 2003).Mike Seate When not toiling at his day job as a
columnist for the Pittsburg Tribune-Review, Mike Seate writes books on his favorite topic:
motorcycling. He is currently finishing his latest volume for Motorbooks, Choppers, a history of
custom motorcycles. Mike first came to prominence in the Harley community as the guy who
wrote articles in Iron Horse magazine that featured polysyllabic words.Hunter S. Thompson
When the names of great American writers are compiled for future literary canons, Hunter S.
Thompson will join the select group-Hemmingway, Dickinson, Fitzgerald, Whitman, Twain, Poe-
who make the short list for all-time greatest. His first book (Hell's Angels: A Strange and Terrible
Saga, from which the excerpt here is adapted) redefined journalism.Herbert Wagner Herbert
Wagner is the preeminent expert on the early years of Harley-Davidson. His books include
Motorbooks' Classic Harley-Davidson 1903-1941.Brock Yates Brock Yates is one of the most
respected journalists in all of motor sports. Author of Outlaw Machine, an in-depth look at the
culture of Harley-Davidson, Yates is also the madman responsible for the infamous Cannonball
Sea-to-Shining-Sea Memorial Trophy Dash, an illegal cross-country race chronicled in Yates'
latest book, Cannonball! (Motorbooks: 2002).Ed Youngblood In 1970 Ed Youngblood began a
28-year career with the American Motorcyclist Association, including a 19-year stint as
President and CEO. He has written a number of excellent books, including A Century of Indian,
published in 2001 by Motorbooks.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights



reserved.Introduction by Brock Yates At some weird moment in the late 1980s every hotshot 40-
year-old advertising executive, stockbroker, and upwardly mobile professional in America woke
up and decided the one thing he needed in his life was a Harley-Davidson. Here was this
collection of straights suddenly trading their three-piece Armanis and their Guccis for black
leather jackets and motorcycles so down-scale, so déclassé, so hokey that two years earlier
they would have sooner hung a velvet Elvis or a cornball Thomas Kincaid original in their living
rooms than own a goober bike like a Harley.What the hell was going on here? What was it about
this particular motorcycle that almost overnight made it the darling of the boy-boomers and an
unprecedented sales bonanza? How come a machine best known for oil leaks, roadside
breakdowns, and an exhaust note better suited to a flathead Ford with a blown head gasket
suddenly rivaled Lamborghinis in terms of raw status? How could a company stuck in the
backwater, beer-swilling burg of Milwaukee only a few hours shy of bankruptcy turn itself around
by making a machine essentially unchanged for almost the entire twentieth century?As we
plunge into the uncertain waters of the new millennium, nobody has a really sensible answer as
to why the Harley-Davidson Motor Company has transformed itself from the manufacturer of bad
mechanical jokes with all the cache of chain saws into one of the most respected businesses in
America. Yes, the firm has excellent management and brilliant marketing. Yes, within the past few
years Harley-Davidson has vastly improved its product line in terms of quality and reliability. Yes,
Harley-Davidsons are legitimate motorcycles, although techno-snobs will still tell you that the
high-revving crotch-rockets from Japan make Harleys look like flintlocks in an arsenal of M16s.
So what makes a Harley so desirable that an otherwise rational man will consider bagging his
wife, burning down his big house in the suburbs for the insurance money, and bailing out for the
open road in a cloud of smoke and rubber dust? And if that is the fantasy, why pick some aged,
two-wheeled V-twin throwback that, compared to the best in the world, is too heavy, too slow, too
fat, too lumpy, too noisy, and too cumbersome to keep up? Why indeed? If the Harley is so out to
lunch, why have the same Japanese trendsetters been forced to build their own faux Harleys?
These feeble counterfeits of the great American icon are better at everything except being a
Harley-Davidson-the one elemental factor in a core mystique so powerful that only a few brands,
such as Rolex, Ferrari, Cartier, Louis Vuitton, and Hermes, rival it worldwide.While American
movie stars, Disney, and Coca-Cola are headliner Yankee products, surveys indicate that when
foreigners think of America, they identify products like Stetson hats, Jack Daniel's whiskey,
Gibson guitars, and Harley-Davidson motorcycles as the real thing, the heart and soul
representatives of the good old USA. When the brothers Davidson teamed with boyhood pal Bill
Harley to create a motorcycle a century ago, producing a worldwide legend was hardly in their
business plan. Making a utilitarian machine that would rival the new automobile as a form of
cheap, reliable transportation for the average working man was their mission. No hot-rod
superbikes, no sideways-by-the-silo stunt riding, no exhaust blast that unto itself would reach
immortality. None of this. Just a simple, pillar-to-post, no frills motorcycle that started every
morning and ran until the cows came home.The crazy, zig-zag growth of Harley-Davidson over



the last 100 years makes no sense. From its modest origins in a Milwaukee backyard to its brutal
wars with archrivals Indian and Excelsior in the 1920s and 1930s, to its Mad Max reputation in
the 1950s and 1960s, to its descent toward oblivion in the 1970s, and its amazing rebirth a
decade later, this is the stuff of legend.How this humpty old motorcycle became the baddest,
most fearsome, most ominous machine on the face of the earth is basically an accident. One
sunny day in the summer of 1947 in a dust bowl burg in northern California changed it all. There,
in little Hollister on the Fourth of July, a small riot involving maybe 200 hard-riding World War II
veterans triggered the legend. The Hollister fracas (particularly a single posed photograph from
the incident that appeared in Life magazine) inspired a short story in Harpers magazine and the
movie The Wild One.Concurrent with Hollister came the biker gangs from the smokestack towns
of California and the Beat movement that would transmogrify into the Hippie screwiness of the
1960's. Drive-in biker movies and Hunter S. Thompson's brilliant, timeless book, Hells Angels: A
Strange and Terrible Saga set the Harley myth in stone. Other motorcycles, domestic and
imported, were at the time embraced by the biker clubs, but the Harley, with its customized
chopper setups that caused overt hatred within the Motor Company, became the centerpiece of
the movement. The image of the chopped Harley fried into the brains of the American public
when Peter Fonda and Dennis Hopper rode choppers in the drug-fogged 1969 epic, Easy
Rider.Now over 30 years later, Harley-Davidson is big-time. Its common stock is prized, its
management celebrated, and its products compared with the best on earth. The grease-stained,
tattooed loyalists who, like it or not, created the entire gritty hell-raiser image, have been
displaced. They can't afford $20,000 Harleys. The new breed of owners can hire specialty firms
to transport their shiny new V-Rods in 18-wheelers to annual blowouts at Sturgis or Daytona
Beach. There they suit up in leather, paste on tattoos, and fake it as real-guy, working class biker
grunts for the weekend.Read more
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Rick Glatthaar, “Great book for the Harley enthusiast. This book has it all. Facts, stories from
guest writers and great pictures. The only downsides are the print is pretty small, so after a
while you are squinting or looking for the reading glasses, and book is pretty heavy due to the
high grade paper.Being a new HD owner, I wanted to find out some history and this tells most of
it. Now I know what the heck a knucklehead, a shovelhead and a panhead means!Highly
recommended.”

Patricia K. Goodrich, “Reticent reader loved it !. I gave this to my son-in-law as a gift and he loved
it ! I previewed it before giving it and thought that it had great pictures, was well written, covered
the history and models thoroughly, and would interest anyone who has an interest in knowing
about Harley-Davidson motorcycles and the company's history. My son-in-law is not an avid
reader and it was still a hit !”

Mary Lynne, “Four Stars. This was purchased for a friend who enjoyed it.”

Catlady14.1dog, “excellent gift for harley loves. This was a gift for my brother who has a Harley
but doesn't really enjoy reading very much. When he opened it, he said " I will read all the words
out of this". I knew it was perfect at that moment.”

Rockmindoff, “Great  book. This  book  was  a steal  It  Was  originally  50 $ I  paid  like 10”

Sarafina Broughman Donald, “For Dad. I was mad at my dad for a while, about my car, so I didnt
give this to him for a while. Kept it from Father's Day til Christmas of last year. But he loves it.”

Kris, “Great book. Brought for a friend  a lovely book for any motor bike fan,”

The book by Patrick R. Foster has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 27 people have provided feedback.
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